WOMEN’S HEALTH SPECIALTY REFERRALS
TO STANFORD CHILDREN’S FERTILITY & REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH

Exciting News!! Women’s Health Specialty Referrals for Fertility & Reproductive Health can now be done electronically through an Epic process called CERM (CareEverywhere Referrals Management)

PROCESS CHANGE – FERTILITY AND REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH REFERRALS

Start by placing the external referral order.

- **+ADD ORDER**
- Search for “Referral to Reproductive”
- Select **Referral to Reproductive – Stanford Childrens – External**

CONTINUE with referral details

- **IMPORTANT:** The “To loc/pos” field is critical. It routes the referral to the correct location and will eliminate delays in referral processing.
- The “To loc/pos” field will default to (or if blank, please search for)

**STANFORD CHILDRENS HEALTH – FERTILITY AND REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH CL**
• **Complete the smart text in the Comments section** *<shift> F3 will expand the comments box*:

• Partner Name & Date of Birth are designated for the patients significant other and will not default into the referral.

• Please select the Diagnosis and Test/Procedure from the drop down.

• Enter any additional comments and sign the order

• **Sign the Order** - A copy will print for the patient with the contact information and the referral will be routed directly to LPCH via CERM

• **Discontinue Faxing** – It is no longer required to fax external referrals for consults to Stanford Children’s Fertility and Reproductive Health entered via CERM. The referrals will trigger to LPCH automatically.